Background {#Sec1}
==========

The molecular deconstruction of cell signalling began in earnest with the identification of regulatory protein kinases and the cloning of the first viral oncogenes, some of which themselves encoded protein kinases captured from cellular signalling systems \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. During the following decades, a trio of methods-transient overexpression, mutagenesis and western blot-were harnessed together into the main workflow used to investigate regulatory proteins in the cell. In recent years, it has become clear that these methods are inadequate to address the complexity of cell systems, not least because most cellular systems operate under finely balanced gene dosage requirements \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\] that are obliterated when any one protein is massively overexpressed \[[@CR6]\].

A more modern view of cell signalling holds that its elements are highly restricted in space and time \[[@CR7]\]. Systematic proteomic studies have forced us to accept that most regulatory proteins spend most of their time in large multi-protein complexes \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\], increasingly found to be associated with RNA gene products (which we will not address further here) \[[@CR12]\]. These complexes are highly dynamic and may coalesce, split apart, relocate, gain and lose individual proteins and, when no longer needed, be fully dismantled. The regulatory decisions emanating from the complexes must then be transmitted to other parts of the cell, for example by detaching a protein from a signalling complex at the plasma membrane and transporting it into the nucleus where it can modulate gene expression, as typified by beta-catenin under Wnt signalling \[[@CR13]\].

For the most part, these regulatory complexes are so poorly understood that they are effectively black box input/output devices with little knowledge of the internal workings. Nevertheless, researchers have now provided many examples where small parts of the machinery within subcomplexes have yielded details of information processing mechanisms \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\]. It turns out that cellular regulatory complexes primarily operate through the assembly and operation of molecular switching mechanisms \[[@CR17]--[@CR21]\]. Therefore, if we desire to fully understand cellular systems, our challenge will be to reveal the full complement of molecular switches specified by the proteome. This number is vast and presently incalculable, but this is our challenge.

There appear to be many varieties of molecular switch. Some are regulated by small molecules, for example allosteric switches induced by binding of Ca^++^ ions, GTP or cyclic AMP \[[@CR22]\]. Others are effected by cooperative binding interactions of small peptide elements within regulatory protein polypeptide chains. These binding modules are termed short linear motifs or SLiMs. Many regulatory SLiM-mediated interactions are also controlled by one or more of the \~300 different known post-translational modifications (PTMs) \[[@CR23]\], further increasing the complexity of switching mechanisms \[[@CR17], [@CR24]\]. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows four SLiMs, each in complex with their ligand domain. These interactions assemble a T cell activation complex centred on phosphorylated LAT, a membrane-anchored protein \[[@CR25]\]. Many other SLiMs are involved in the T cell signalling network (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Linear motifs in T cell signalling complex assembly. Four structures of SLiM-domain complexes are combined to show the involvement of motifs in assembly of the T cell receptor signalling complex around the adaptor molecule Linker for activation of T-cells family member 1 (LAT). A phosphorylated SH2 domain-binding motif (YxN) in LAT (189-REYVNV-194, shown in dark blue with the phosphorylated Y191 in red) recruits GRB2-related adapter protein 2 (GADS) via its SH2 domain (grey) (bottom left) (PDB:1R1Q) \[[@CR79]\], while the C-terminal SH3 domain of GADS (grey) binds an SH3 domain-binding motif in Lymphocyte cytosolic protein 2 (SLP-76) (233-PSIDRSTKP-241, shown in green) (bottom right) (PDB:2D0N) \[[@CR80]\]. Further components are recruited to the complex through other motifs in SLP-76, including an SH3 domain-binding motif (185-QPPVPPQRPM-194, shown in green) that interacts with the SH3 domain of 1-phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate phosphodiesterase gamma-1 (PLCG1) (purple) (top right) (PDB:1YWO) \[[@CR81]\], and an SH2 domain-binding motif (143-ADYEPP-148, shown in green with the phosphorylated Y145 in red) binding to the SH2 domain of Tyrosine-protein kinase ITK/TSK (ITK) (light blue) (top left) (PDB:2ETZ) \[[@CR82]\]Fig. 2Linear Motifs in T cell receptor signalling pathway hsa04660. "T cell receptor signaling pathway" obtained from KEGG \[[@CR83]\] and redrawn using Cytoscape \[[@CR84]\] and KEGGScape \[[@CR85]\]. Colour coding illustrates the use of linear motifs according to instances annotated in ELM \[[@CR26]\] as follows: docking motifs in blue; degradation motifs (degrons) in yellow; ligand-binding motifs in green; sites for post-translational modification in pink; and targeting/trafficking motifs in orange. Note that only motif interactions annotated in the ELM resource have been considered for colouring: Other functionality is not coloured

Experimentalists teasing apart cell regulatory systems have revealed thousands of examples of these short regulatory protein motifs. Many have been collated into about 250 different pattern variants in the Eukaryotic Linear Motif (ELM) resource, which we provide to the research community \[[@CR26]\]. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows ELM output for p21^Cip1^, a small but motif-rich protein that plays a key role in cell cycle checkpoint control. The details of many motif-mediated interactions have been revealed by biochemical, biophysical and structural analyses. But there has also been a prolonged, on-going, persistent and extensive production of false motif literature that confounds attempts to understand regulatory systems \[[@CR6]\]. If we can't prevent this immensely wasteful diversion of scarce resources, perhaps we can at least work to minimise it. Therefore, in this article, we would like to provide guidelines for successful motif discovery and highlight the dangers for the naïve researcher that lead down the path to false discovery.Fig. 3Example of a protein containing multiple linear motifs. Depicted is the output of an ELM \[[@CR26]\] query using the p21^Cip1^ Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1 (Uniprot-Acc:P38936). Upper rows contain annotations/predictions from phospho.ELM \[[@CR86]\], SMART \[[@CR52]\]/PFAM \[[@CR51]\] domain content, and GlobPlot \[[@CR87]\]/IUPred \[[@CR54]\] disorder predictors. Each subsequent line represents a linear motif class as annotated by ELM with the name on the left side and the instances found depicted on the right side in graphical representation. The already known motifs are annotated (coloured in dark red), the remaining matches (coloured in shades of blue) are candidates of varying likelihood to be real, with one measure being how conserved they are in proteins from other species

Why are there so many SLiMs? {#Sec2}
============================

Although there are only around 20,000 protein-coding genes in the human genome, we estimate that the proteome will contain over a million PTM sites plus hundreds of thousands of peptide elements that will become defined as linear motifs \[[@CR27]\]. These elements primarily, but not exclusively, reside in segments of intrinsically disordered polypeptide (IDP), i.e., parts of proteins that lack the capability to fold into globular domains. It is estimated that some 30 % of the human proteome cannot adopt a stable, natively folded structure \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. IDP massively increases the available interaction surface of the proteome with many of those interactions utilising short peptide segments, the linear motifs \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\]. (In this respect, Eukaryotes are quite different to bacteria, which have limited amounts of intracellular IDP, although there are interesting exceptions such as the degradosome, a very "eukaryotic-like" regulatory complex \[[@CR33]\]).

Natural selection acts to optimise organisms to their environment. Over long periods of time, organisms may become increasingly robust to a large variety of environmental parameters. As C. H. Waddington emphasised, natural selection primarily acts to fine-tune weak phenotypes in a process that is both iterative and parallel, such that over time significant phenotypic changes result \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. As is well understood by engineers, increases in multi-parameter robustness always require increases in system complexity. In the biological context, long-term selection for organismal robustness has been directly responsible for driving an increase in complexity in cell regulatory systems \[[@CR36]\]. This has resulted in the modern eukaryotic cell that is full of protein complexes sampling multiple inputs and processing the received information to tune the levels of multiple outputs.

The amount of switching circuitry needed for cellular information processing could not be achieved by complexes consisting solely of globular proteins, which would lack the number of alternative conformational states and alternative interactions needed to control information flow. Instead, it is the IDP elements in regulatory proteins that provide the interaction surfaces enabling system complexity. On their own, however, the flexible IDP elements would confer insufficient precision to the interactions needed to build reliable information processing systems. Therefore, regulatory complexes have an intrinsic duality: structurally precise globular folded domains working with flexible IDPs that enable high information storage, in particular as conditional PTMs \[[@CR27]\]. Together they assemble the interconnected dynamic molecular switches that make the regulatory decisions \[[@CR37]\].

If they are so abundant, why are they so hard to find? {#Sec3}
======================================================

A typical short linear motif will have three to four amino acid residues that interact with a part of the surface of the ligand domain \[[@CR32]\]. This functionality dictates that these residue positions will be evolutionarily conserved, although some positions may allow a flexible subset of amino acids such as similarly sized hydrophobic side chains (e.g., Ile, Leu, Val) or side chains with similar charge (e.g., Asp, Glu) \[[@CR38]\]. A bioinformatician quickly realises that the information content of the sequence space for a given motif (which can be represented by Shannon's entropy) is remarkably poor and that a proteome will contain such vast numbers of short sequences matching the motif patterns that most cannot be functional. When the number of false positives greatly exceeds the number of true motifs, the poor signal-to-noise ratio will greatly hamper computational discovery of novel motif instances. Consequently, there are still rather few examples of bioinformatic discovery and subsequent experimental validation \[[@CR39]--[@CR41]\]. Similarly, the experimentalist cherry-picking a motif candidate in their favourite protein is also in great danger of going after an invalid target site.

There are at least three reasons why the cell does not get confused by the superabundance of false motif sequences. The first is that signalling is tightly restricted in space and time, such that most false motif-ligand candidates can never physically meet \[[@CR42]\]. The second is that many candidate motifs are buried in folded proteins and completely inaccessible to the ligand domain. The third is that even if one false motif were to bind to a partner domain, it will not result in a regulatory event. This is because the typical dissociation constant K~d~ is low micromolar so that the time bound, usually just a few seconds, is far too transient to cause a state change. It is critical to remember that SLiMs always operate cooperatively \[[@CR8], [@CR20], [@CR32]\].

What are the worst mistakes made by experimentalists? {#Sec4}
=====================================================

Experimentalists start to go wrong when they overestimate the (normally low) likelihood that any given candidate motif might be real. A lack of understanding of protein sequence/structure relationships and of how sequence evolution and residue conservation can help assessing candidates will mean that the chance to evaluate the protein context will be passed up. There has been a historic tendency to underestimate and even ignore space-time compartmentalisation, naively assuming that a protein with a peptide motif will freely diffuse to find a protein with a partner domain. And there has been a tendency to over-interpret the results of in-cell experiments, which, on their own, can never validate a proposed SLiM-mediated interaction. In past decades, many labs working on signalling protein function used almost exclusively cell cultures and have been unwilling to deploy biochemical, biophysical or structural methodologies. This is unfortunate, as our experience over many years of reviewing the experimental literature for ELM has forced us to conclude that it is essential to undertake in vitro validation of the findings from in-cell work. Given the complexity of macromolecular complexes, a token co-immunoprecipitation using an overexpressed, tagged protein is by no means proof of a motif interaction. While in-cell work is insufficient, so too are purely in vitro binding studies. It is perfectly possible to get an artefactual binding event when combining proteins that never see each other in the cell. For example, actin was first crystallised tightly bound to the secreted bovine gut protein DNAse1 \[[@CR43]\].

The key to reliable motif detection is interdisciplinarity: in-cell and in vitro analyses are both needed. If your laboratory is too specialized to handle this, then collaboration with a partner who brings in the complementary expertise is going to be needed.

A key in vitro requirement is to validate the structural integrity of a protein where a candidate motif has been mutated. A significant fraction of SLiMs has two or more conserved hydrophobic residues, for instance, the nuclear export sequence (NES) has four \[[@CR44]\]. Most sequence matches to the NES motif are therefore buried in globular protein domains. We have discussed earlier the logical trap where failure to export a mutated protein from the nucleus is taken as proof that a functional NES has been identified \[[@CR6]\]. An alternative scenario doesn't get considered which is that an unfolding mutant of a nuclear protein may accumulate in the nucleus where, if it aggregates, it can no longer leave the compartment. This type of logical error, where a negative result is assumed to provide positive proof of a functional site, can apply to other classes of motif. For example, the D-box anaphase degron has two conserved hydrophobic residues, and thus many candidates are in folded domains. Because amyloids are refractory to proteasomal targeting and destruction \[[@CR45]\], persistence of unfolding mutants may be reported as indicative of degron function, when there is no degron at that site \[[@CR46]\].

So the worst mistakes made by experimentalists are when they fail to adequately control their experiments by not ensuring that consistent results are obtained from both in vitro and in-cell methods, as well as not checking structural integrity of the mutated proteins.

Bioinformatics tools that may help motif investigations {#Sec5}
=======================================================

In many cases, computational analyses can provide useful guidance as to whether a candidate motif would be worth following up experimentally. There are a number of core activities that should always be done and a much larger number of bioinformatics tools that might sometimes provide extra insight and guidance. We have collected these tools into Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, roughly grouped by utility.Table 1Bioinformatics tools useful for motif discovery. Each resource is listed with its name, weblink, main reference, and short descriptionMotif Resources/PredictorsELM<http://elm.eu.org>\[[@CR26]\]To explore candidate functional sites in proteins and to learn about known motifsMiniMotif Miner<http://mnm.engr.uconn.edu>\[[@CR88]\]To analyse protein queries for the presence of short contiguous peptide motifs that have a known function in at least one other proteinScansite<http://scansite3.mit.edu>\[[@CR89]\]To identify short protein sequence motifs that are recognized by modular signalling domains, phosphorylated by protein Ser/Thr- or Tyr-kinases or mediate specific interactions with proteins or phospholipidsPePSite<http://pepsite2.russelllab.org>\[[@CR90]\]To predict binding of a given peptide to a protein structureMotif DiscoveryDILIMOT<http://dilimot.russelllab.org>\[[@CR39]\]To find short, over-represented peptide patterns/linear motifs, in a set of proteinsSLiMFinder<http://bioware.ucd.ie/slimfinder.html>\[[@CR91]\]To find novel, significantly over-represented, short protein motifsSequence Retrieval/AnalysisBLAST<http://www.uniprot.org/blast> <http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>\[[@CR47], [@CR92]\]To identify regions of local similarity between nuleotide or protein sequences, which can be used to infer functional and evolutionary relationships between sequences as well as help identify members of gene familiesBioMART<http://www.biomart.org>\[[@CR93]\]Provides free software and data services to foster scientific collaboration and facilitate the scientific discovery proces; the project adheres to the open source philosophy that promotes collaboration and code reuseAlignmentClustal<http://www.clustal.org/omega> [http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo](http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2)\[[@CR49], [@CR94]\]General purpose DNA or protein multiple sequence alignment programMAFFT<http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server>\[[@CR95]\]Multiple alignment program for amino acid or nucleotide sequencesJalview<http://www.jalview.org>\[[@CR48]\]Lightweight Java applet for use in web applications, and a powerful desktop application that employs web services for sequence alignmentPhylogenetic Tree/OrthologyTreeFam<http://www.treefam.org>\[[@CR96]\]Database composed of phylogenetic trees inferred from animal genomes, providing orthology/paralogy predictions as well the evolutionary history of genesEggNog<http://eggnog.embl.de>\[[@CR97]\]Database of orthologous groups of genes annotated with functional categories derived from COG/KOG categoriesCOG<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG>\[[@CR98]\]Database providing phylogenetic classification of proteins encoded in complete genomesMotif ConservationConscore<http://conscore.embl.de>\[[@CR63]\]Linear motif conservation filterConsurf<http://consurf.tau.ac.il>\[[@CR99]\]To identify functional regions in proteinsSLiMPrints<http://bioware.ucd.ie/~compass/biowareweb/Server_pages/slimprints.php>\[[@CR41]\]*De novo* motif discovery tool to identify relatively over-constrained proximal groupings of residues within intrinsically disordered regions, indicative of a putatively functional motifProtein DomainsSMART<http://smart.embl.de>\[[@CR52]\]To identify and annotate genetically mobile domains and to analyse domain architecturesPFAM<http://pfam.xfam.org>\[[@CR51]\]Database providing a large collection of protein families, each represented by multiple sequence alignments and hidden Markov modelsInterPro<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro>\[[@CR53]\]To classify sequences into protein families and to predict the presence of important domains and sitesStructure/DisorderPDB<http://www.rcsb.org>\[[@CR55]\]Single worldwide repository of information about the 3D structures of large biological molecules, including proteins and nucleic acidsPDBsum<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum>\[[@CR100]\]Pictorial database providing an at-a-glance overview of the contents of each 3D structure deposited in PDBIUPred<http://iupred.enzim.hu>\[[@CR54]\]To predict intrinsically unstructured regions in proteinsD2P2<http://d2p2.pro>\[[@CR101]\]Community resource, providing pre-computed disorder predictions on a large library of proteins from completely-sequenced genomesMobiDB<http://mobidb.bio.unipd.it>\[[@CR102]\]Centralized resource for annotations of intrinsic protein disorderDISPROT<http://www.disprot.org>\[[@CR103]\]Database providing information about proteins that lack fixed 3D structure in their putatively native states, either in their entirety or in partProtein-Protein InteractionsBioGRID<http://thebiogrid.org>\[[@CR104]\]Online interaction respository with data compiled through comprehensive curation effortsSTRING<http://string-db.org>\[[@CR57]\]Provides known and predicted protein-protein interactionsIntAct<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact>\[[@CR105]\]Freely available, open source database system and analysis tools for molecular interaction data; all interactions are derived from literature curation or direct user submissions and are freely availablePiSITE<http://pisite.hgc.jp>\[[@CR106]\]Web-based database of protein interaction sites, providing information on interaction sites of a protein from multiple PDB entriesDOMINO<http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/domino>\[[@CR107]\]Database of domain-peptide interactionsComPPI[http://ComPPI.LinkGroup.hu](http://comppi.linkgroup.hu)\[[@CR108]\]Cellular compartment-specific database for protein-protein interaction network analysisiELM<http://i.elm.eu.org>\[[@CR109]\]Web server to explore short linear motif-mediated interactionsKEGG<http://www.genome.jp/kegg>\[[@CR110]\]Database resource for understanding high-level functions and utilities of the biological system, such as the cell, the organism and the ecosystem, from molecular-level information, especially large-scale molecular datasets generated by genome sequencing and other high-throughput experimental technologiesCORUM<http://mips.gsf.de/genre/proj/corum>\[[@CR56]\]Collection of experimentally verified mammalian protein complexesSubcellular LocalizationCELLO2GO<http://cello.life.nctu.edu.tw/cello2go>\[[@CR59]\]Web server for protein subcellular localization prediction with functional gene ontology annotationLocDB<https://www.rostlab.org/services/locDB>\[[@CR111]\]Database that collects experimental annotations for the subcellular localization of proteins in Homo sapiens and Arabidopsis thalianaGeneOntology<http://geneontology.org/> <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO>\[[@CR112]\]Collaborative effort to address the need for consistent descriptions of gene products across databasesCompartments<http://compartments.jensenlab.org>\[[@CR113]\]Database of protein subcellular localization data manually curated from the literature or obtained from high-throughput microscopy-based screensLOCATE<http://locate.imb.uq.edu.au>\[[@CR114]\]Curated database providing data that describe the membrane organization and subcellular localization of proteins from the RIKEN FANTOM4 mouse and human protein sequence setTissue ExpressionProtein Atlas<http://www.proteinatlas.org>\[[@CR58]\]Publicly available database with millions of high-resolution images showing the spatial distribution of proteins in 44 different normal human tissues and 20 different cancer types, as well as 46 different human cell linesTISSUES<http://tissues.jensenlab.org>\[[@CR115]\]Resource integrating evidence on tissue expression from manually curated literature, proteomics and transcriptomics screens, and automatic text miningGeneric ResourcesUniProt<http://www.uniprot.org>\[[@CR116]\]Manually annotated, non-redundant protein sequence and sequence isoform database; related information about the biological function of protein are curated from the scientific literatureAntibodypedia<http://www.antibodypedia.com>\[[@CR117]\]Open-access database of publicly available antibodies against human protein targets; contains data on the antibody efficacy in a range of biochemical and cell biological techniquesIUPAC<http://www.iupac.org>\[[@CR118]\]Serves to advance the worldwide aspects of the chemical sciences and to contribute to the application of chemistry in science

The key goal is to retrieve as much information as possible about the protein sequence containing the putative motif. A multiple sequence alignment is essential. Sequences can be collected by BLAST-ing \[[@CR47]\] with the reference protein. Jalview \[[@CR48]\] provides a platform for handling alignments, colour-coding by amino acid similarity and provides web services to remotely interface with alignment software such as Clustal Omega \[[@CR49]\] and secondary structure prediction tools such as JPred \[[@CR50]\]. Separately, known protein domains can be retrieved from Pfam \[[@CR51]\], SMART \[[@CR52]\] and InterPro \[[@CR53]\]. Native disorder predictors, such as IUPred \[[@CR54]\], complement the protein domain and secondary structure predictors. Most (but not all) SLiMs and PTMs are present in IDP. Any site that has been functional over significant evolutionary time periods will show sequence conservation. In fact, it is useful to remember that ALL conserved residues in segments of IDP are functional, whereas many of the conserved residues in globular domains are structural, with primarily those residues at conserved regions of the domain surface being directly functional. The protein structure databank (PDB) \[[@CR55]\] should also be checked, as any direct structural knowledge will reinforce (or overrule) the information from the other resources. Protein complex databases like Corum \[[@CR56]\] and network/interaction resources such as STRING \[[@CR57]\] should be consulted for the known interactors.

Besides the core tools that will always apply for motif discovery, a large number of bioinformatics utilities may optionally come into play (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). For example, if it is not certain whether two proteins are co-expressed in the same cells, the Human Protein Atlas \[[@CR58]\] and CELLO2GO \[[@CR59]\] might be informative for shared tissue and cellular location. If an antibody is needed for in-cell work, it is worth checking Antibodypedia \[[@CR60]\] for user evaluations of antibody quality. Do remember, though, that the information stored in bioinformatics resources is NOT always accurate! Look for synergy between different types of information (as an obvious example, a DNA-binding domain in the protein sequence would synergise with antibody staining that indicated the protein was located in the nuclear compartment). The more critical it is to your project, the more effort you should put into checking up with the primary literature. The next section addresses a specific example of data quality that routinely affects motif discovery.

Multiple alignments and the choppy state of public sequence data {#Sec6}
================================================================

Most protein sequences in UniProt have been automatically translated from the DNA generated by whole genome sequencing projects using gene prediction algorithms and/or homology to reference sequences. Have you ever wondered how many high quality eukaryotic genome sequences have been produced so far? There are legions of partially finished genomes \[[@CR61]\] but the good ones will fit on the fingers of one hand (see also \[[@CR62]\]). The way science is set up currently, once the grant has finished, the genome (in whatever state) gets published, usually in a flagship journal, and that is the end of it. There tends to be neither money nor desire to do the unglamorous work needed to finish the job.

It is of course wonderful that we have so much diverse genomic sequence data, allowing research work to be undertaken that was not feasible a few years ago. But the quality issue cannot be avoided and, for most species' genomes, any gene that is important to your projects should, as a matter of course, be resequenced.

So when we collect a set of available protein sequences and align them, we need to be aware that most of them are low quality and some are very low quality. Base-call errors give the wrong amino acids. N- and C-terminal truncations, missing internal exons abound. Base-dropping/insertion cause frame-shift errors, rendering sections of translated sequence as nonsense. To get a decent quality alignment, you will need to prune out the obviously bad sequences. Make an initial alignment and delete all the silly truncations and missing exons. Now realign the remaining set. Look at the most conserved aligned columns for "impossible" mutations. For example, if zebra has an amino acid not shared by horse and donkey, although the latter are both in agreement with more distantly related mammals, it's simple: there is probably an error in the zebra sequence, which should not be used in the alignment. Realign your final set of sequences and you are ready to cross-compare your experimental species for conservation of putative motifs. See Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} for an example alignment of different LAT protein sequences highlighting the important motif residues.Fig. 4Multiple Sequence Alignment detail for the C-termini of LAT proteins. The three most conserved regions are the critical YxN motifs that bind the GRB2/GADS SH2 domains (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), to assemble the signalling complex. The residue colours are Clustal defaults with less conserved positions faded. LAT protein sequences from representative species were aligned with Clustal Omega \[[@CR49]\]. Figure prepared with Jalview \[[@CR48]\]

A particular problem for aligning motif-rich sequences is that the alignment programs do not handle natively disordered sequences very well. This is partly because the programs have been optimised to work with globular protein sequences and partly because they expect collinearity of the sequences. An IDP sequence is often more free to tolerate residue substitutions as well as undergo assorted genetic rearrangements. There are likely to be alternatively spliced isoforms, too. Because of these confounding issues, it should not be assumed that the motifs will always be correctly aligned. Even worse, motifs can change position within sequences (probably by duplication and loss of the original) while some motifs are typically found in multiple copies and can vary in number across species \[[@CR63]\]. Since motif presence/absence tends to be rather dynamic over long evolutionary timescales, it is generally not useful to align sequences that are too divergent. It should not usually be necessary to drop below \~40 % identity and below \~30 % should be avoided unless there is no choice.

To summarise this section, it is essential to work with multiple sequence alignments. Examine them carefully \[[@CR64]\] but at the same time be alert for the many ways that they can also be misleading in the study of motifs.

Work flows for discovery and validation of short linear motifs {#Sec7}
==============================================================

(a) Developing a work flow for discovery of a new instance of a known motif {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Normally the starting point is identification of a candidate motif in a protein of interest. That protein may already be known to interact with the partner protein, or there may be biological plausibility that they might work together, though not yet direct evidence.

For a known motif, the residue pattern will usually be well defined, although this is not always the case. Thus, it is worth spending some time confirming the pattern oneself, checking structures and alignments for the key residue positions in the motif. Work through the bioinformatics pipeline indicated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Not all tools will always apply, but use the ones that do, and perhaps some additional ones from those listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, as appropriate. If the motif is buried, or in the wrong cell compartment, or not conserved in related species, these are normally signs to give up now and save time and money. If it is in an alternatively spliced region, this is usually a good sign \[[@CR65]--[@CR67]\]. If all (or most) indications are favourable and you are motivated to do the validation tests, then plan a set of in vitro and in-cell experiments selected from the lists in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1 (a list of all experiments that have been annotated in ELM as being in some way relevant to motif discovery). Broadly speaking, there are six functional types of motif \[[@CR32]\], and for each of these, specific experiments can be used to validate a functional motif of a given type (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), in addition to some more generic experiments that apply to most motifs. It matters for example whether the motif is a targeting signal for subcellular protein localisation, a degron for protein destruction, or a protease cleavage site, so design accordingly. You may wish to purchase peptides for in vitro binding and competition assays and for structural studies. If you can only do a limited set of experiments in your lab, seek a collaborator with complementary expertise. You need to show that there is a relationship between the two proteins being tested, using several different experiments, both in vitro and in-cell. And you need to show that this relationship involves the motif (though of course the interaction doesn't have to be limited to it, given that these systems are intrinsically cooperative).Fig. 5Pipeline for SLiM discovery. Once a candidate sequence location has been identified in a protein, it is evaluated by applying available bioinformatics resources. If the sequence is conserved, accessible to interact and other information is compatible with the motif function, it may pass to experimentation. Both in vitro and in-cell experiments should be undertaken (See Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} for expanded experimental options). Given a positive outcome of the research it may then be published. On occasion, it may also be of value to publish a negative outcomeFig. 6Key experimental approaches to investigate linear motifs. Best-practice experiments to study short linear motifs can be classified into "general" and "motif type-specific". We highlight a core set of experiments that have been proven to be useful for investigating short linear motif functionality. See the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1 for the list of experiments used in motif discovery, as extracted from the ELM annotation. PSI-MI terms have been used throughout this diagram wherever possible \[[@CR78]\]

(b) Developing a work flow for de novo motif discovery {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------

Possible starting points for discovering a hitherto unknown variety of protein motif may be a bioinformatics network analysis that places interesting proteins in proximity or, more often, two proteins that are known to directly interact. Subsequently, the two proteins of interest are being chopped up to narrow down the interacting region, guided by the available knowledge of their modular domain architectures, including any solved structures of individual components. If one of those proteins interacts with a region predicted to be within an IDP segment, there may be an embedded linear motif. (If both proteins interact through IDP regions, there may be interacting IDDs - intrinsically disordered domains - as for example in E2F and DP1 and Rb \[[@CR68]\].)

Again, performing the bioinformatics analyses (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) before too much experimentation has been undertaken may be informative for experimental design, as well as saving money and effort if the candidate motif seems implausible. The most conserved region in an interacting IDP segment might include the binding motif.

The experiments are mostly similar to those used to define a new example of an existing motif (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). The key difference is the greater uncertainty in the interacting region. As it gets narrowed down, overlapping peptides could be used in binding assays to define the boundaries. Structural studies are extremely desirable, though not always practical in the early rounds of experiments. Nevertheless, there are a number of examples where a solved structure was included in the paper that first defined a novel linear motif \[[@CR69], [@CR70]\]. High resolution crystal structures provide the most detailed information of the interaction interface but cannot always be obtained. However, there are also many valuable NMR structures of domain:motif complexes. Again, you need to show that there is a relationship between the two proteins being tested, using several different experiments, both in vitro and in-cell. And you need to show that this relationship involves the motif (though of course the interaction doesn't have to be limited to a single site, given the cooperative nature of these systems).

If you successfully define a novel linear motif, it is worth using some motif-hunting bioinformatics tools to search for other likely candidates. SLiMSearch for example will rank matches by disorder prediction and conservation \[[@CR71]\]. Not all motifs are abundant in the proteome, so there is no guarantee of finding anything. The true motif signal may also be confounded by the noise in the searches. But if you find some candidates, even if you don't test many or any of them, they will add value when you publish and if others test them, they will increase the citations of your paper.

Examples of actual linear motif discovery {#Sec10}
=========================================

The ELM resource has over 2400 links to papers either directly detailing SLiM discovery or being relevant to the research area. Thus, researchers can educate themselves on any aspect of experimental motif detection. Still, it might be worth mentioning a couple of high quality examples.

Novel linear motifs were recently discovered \[[@CR69]\] in transcriptional regulatory non-specific lethal complex (NSL) that link the KANSL1 and KANSL2 proteins with WDR5, a protein important in histone modifying complexes. The starting point for defining the interactions was prior knowledge that these proteins interacted as part of NSL function. Testing fragments of the natively disordered parts of KANSL1 provided a \~250 residue interacting region. Mass spectrometry of degraded fragments yielded a minimal binding region. A 14-residue peptide was then successfully crystallised and the structure determined at high resolution. The KANSL2 motif, which binds at a different site on WDR5, was narrowed down by fragment testing, although in this case, the authors may have had some expectation that the motif would be similar to the already known VDV motif of RbBP5. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the discovery pipeline from above, as implemented in this work, with the unneeded parts of the bioinformatics pipeline blurred out. It should be mentioned that some in-cell work was available from previous publications. Here the in-cell work was taken further, for example including in vivo motif mutation phenotypes in *Drosophila* embryos.Fig. 7Example of a discovery process mapped onto the pipeline in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Novel motifs were discovered in KANSL1 and KANSL2, binding to different surface locations of the WDR5 protein \[[@CR69]\]. Prior knowledge of the NSL protein complex obviated the use of some of the bioinformatics pipeline: these parts are blurred

Discovery of the FFAT motif is a good example of a single paper capturing substantial knowledge for a hitherto unknown linear motif \[[@CR72]\]. FFAT binds to VAP protein, targeting the motif-containing proteins to the ER membrane. The motif was visualised initially by comparing a 39-residue targeting fragment with a second ER-targeted protein. A range of in-cell experiments using both yeast and mammalian cell systems, such as motif transplantation to GFP and motif mutation, confirmed the motif's cellular function, targeting to the ER membrane. In vitro binding studies revealed a typical, low-micromolar dissociation constant, while a mutated motif did not bind. A database search using a sequence motif derived from the aligned proteins detected a total of 17 FFAT-containing proteins in vertebrate proteomes with lipid-related functions. Since the motif has six very highly conserved core residues, sequence searches are more informative than for many motifs and so the first paper to discover the motif essentially reported the full set.

We want to conclude this section by noting that methods to show proximity of proteins in-cell are becoming increasingly sophisticated. This means that in future, in-cell proximity might have been "validated" before a motif discovery project is undertaken. In-cell cross-linking Mass Spectrometry is now being performed by a number of labs \[[@CR73]--[@CR75]\]. This technique is undoubtedly challenging but might be indispensible in revealing enzyme-substrate relationships for the \~500 mammalian protein kinases, which fall into large groups with identical or similar target site motifs but very different substrate proteins. Another exciting new method is proximity labelling by biotinylation, BioID \[[@CR76]\], which was successfully used recently to identify new substrates targeted to the proteasome for degradation by the betaTrCP E3 ligase \[[@CR77]\].

A rule of thumb 1-2-3 reliability scoring system {#Sec11}
================================================

As an aide to how well you are doing as well as to judge other motif publications of interest, we provide a simple scoring system for how well-determined a motif is, given the set of experiments undertaken (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). A negative score of minus one would be assigned in case of a violation, for instance for a motif proposed for a protein that comes from the wrong cell compartment, or for one that is well buried within a folded domain. When no evidence is available to support or contradict a candidate motif, a score of zero would be assigned. A score of one would be assigned for minimal and probably indirect evidence in favour of a functional motif, e.g., a co-immunoprecipitation experiment that was abrogated by mutagenesis of the proposed motif or in vitro peptide phosphorylation as the sole evidence. A score of two would indicate that there is good evidence in favour of a functional motif but also some residual uncertainty, for example affinity measurements from peptide binding studies in vitro for proteins that are known to be in the same cell compartment, but without any direct evidence for in vivo function. A maximum score of three, indicating that the motif is beyond reasonable doubt, would require both in-cell and in vitro experimental evidence to show that the purified proteins definitely interact via the motif, that they are certainly co-localized in the cell, that mutation of the motif abrogates function (but remember the caveats discussed above) and, if appropriate, that motif transfer to a new protein brings the function with it.Table 2Rule of thumb quality scoring schemeScoreEvidence−1Contradictory evidence0No evidence1Indirect supporting evidence2Direct supporting evidence for binding but not for in-cell function2Evidence in-cell that proteins associate, but direct supporting evidence for motif binding in vitro is lacking3Direct supporting evidence for both binding and in-cell function

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

SLiM discovery will continue for many years to be a major activity in research into how cell regulation works. As we have seen, the process has in the past been inefficient and error-prone, so that the literature is full of inadequately characterised motif instances as well as hundreds of false positive identifications. Most of the linear motifs that have been correctly identified so far are in mammalian systems and this bias is reflected in the cellular experimental assays listed. However, yeast and plant researchers will generally have access to equivalent experimental strategies. It is our hope that this article will help researchers to approach motif discovery with good scientific technique, increasing their success rate with the corollary of reducing the wastage of resources that has at times occurred. Their low binding affinities and inherently cooperative nature mean that this is still not necessarily going to be straightforward. But of the million or so motifs used by the cell, the number that are well characterised still just amounts to a rounding error. Good luck hunting them and remember that in science you partly create your own luck according to the quality of the work that you do and the thinking that you put into it.

Additional file {#Sec13}
===============

Additional file 1:**List of experiments used in SLiM discovery as recorded for experimental instances in the ELM database.** Experimental methods have been grouped by type of motif class (LIG: ligand binding, MOD: modification, TRG: targeting, DOC: docking, DEG: degradation, CLV: cleavage) and sorted by number of instances annotated with this particular method in the ELM database. PSI-MI \[[@CR78]\] IDs for experimental methods are given, as are the method classifications. (XLS 59 kb)

ELM

:   Eukaryotic linear motif resource

IDP

:   Intrinsically disordered polypeptide

PTM

:   Post-translational modification

SLiM

:   Short linear motif

NES

:   Nuclear export signal

SH2

:   Src Homology 2 domain/motif

SH3

:   Src Homology 3 domain/motif

CLV

:   ELM category for cleavage motifs

DEG

:   ELM category for degradation motifs (degrons)

DOC

:   ELM category for docking motifs

LIG

:   ELM category for ligand binding motifs

NSL

:   Non-specific lethal complex

MOD

:   ELM category for modification sites

TRG

:   ELM category for targeting/trafficking motifs
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